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Dear Sir, dear Madam,
The Bundesverband der Wertpapierfirmen an den deutschen Börsen e.V. (bwf)1 is a
trade association representing securities trading firms and brokers at the stock
markets throughout Germany. The bwf therefore expressly welcomes the opportunity to participate in the European Commission’s public consultation regarding
the review of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID). We have no
objections regarding the publication of our response by the Commission services
on its website.
However, before answering the questions set out in the consultative document
we would like to express our serious concerns regarding the timing of the consultation and the length of the consultation period. Given the large scope of the
review covering numerous different areas and highly complex issues, we find the
consultation periode and the fact that the consultation did start shortly before
the year-end holiday season not only inappropriate but dangerous in the light of
the potential effects the MiFID review will have on the orderly functioning of
European financial markets. In particular comparably smaller associations with
limited resources must find it basically impossible to answer the almost 150 questions raised based on appropriate consideration, analysis and discussion with
member firms which will be directly affected by the review. We therefore have to
limit the number of questions answered as well as the amount of detail provided
in our response in a way we would not have to do in a more appropriate consultation context.
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(1) What is your opinion on suggested definition of admission to trading?
Please explain the reasons for your views.
We agree with the proposed definition in principle. However, to further clarify the
concept, it should be made clear that “admission for trading” differs from a formal “listing” of a security at a regulated market, which can imply further legal
consequences especially or the issuer.
(2) What is your opinion on the introduction of, and suggested requirements
for, a broad category of organised trading facility to apply to all organised
trading functionalities outside the current range of trading venues recognised by MiFID? Please explain the reasons for your views.
We strongly advocate a “same business, same rules” approach which poses the
same set of requirements to trading venues which are in direct competition with
each other. We therefore understand and support the Commission’s attempt to
ensure that all forms of organised trading on different venues are appropriately
regulated and any form of regulatory arbitrage will be avoided. A task, which becomes even more challenging in the light of fast than ever changes in trading
technology and market structure.
However, it is far from self evident that this task could be achieved most efficiently by the introduction of an additional type of trading venues. The introduction would inevitably further increase the complexity of the legal framework and
make the differentiation between the various types of venues more complex.
In other words, one advantage of the existing framework lies in its simplicity:
Aside from regulated markets, there is one concept for organised trading in a
multilateral structure (“multilateral trading facilities”) or on a bilateral, markt
maker oriented structure (“systemic internalisers”). Generally speaking, those two
concepts cover the two possible basic designs of organised trading. Therefore, we
would like to suggest that in a first step it should be examined whether the
avoidance of any regulatory loopholes in the field of organised trading cannot be
– more consistently – achieved by a clarification and if necessary elaboration of
the existing definitions of MTFs and Sis, as well as the assurance of a more stringent enforcement of existing standards.
(3) What is your opinion on the proposed definition of an organised trading
facility? What should be included and excluded?
We are concerned that the introduction of a new type of trading venue in its currently very vague definition could – unintentionally – cover certain forms of trading against a firm’s proprietary capital (e.g. order execution on a “VWAP” basis)
which clearly do not define a “trading venue” in the sense originally introduced by
MiFID. – The technical definition and scope of the “organised trading facilities”
therefore needs at least to be clarified.
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From a semantic point of view the term “organised” appears much too broad. Not
alone that it could be viewed as a superordinated concept to MTFs and Sis alike, it
would be furthermore almost arbitrary or meaningless in anticipation of the actual level of regulation in the financial markets, where basically every form of
trading legally requires an “organised” framework of some kind.
(4) What is your opinion about creating a separate investment service for operating an organised trading facility? Do you consider that such an operator could passport the facility?
Aside from our above mentioned general concerns regarding the introduction of
an additional type of trading venue, it would be only consequent to introduce a
distinctive corresponding type of investment service for operating an OTF in case
the concept should be introduced.
(5) What is your opinion about converting all alternative organised trading
facilities to MTFs after reaching a specific threshold? How should this
threshold be calculated, e.g. assessing the volume of trading per facility/venue compared with the global volume of trading per asset
class/financial instrument? Should the activity outside regulated markets
and MTFs be capped globally? Please explain the reasons for your views
The consultation document does not provide any insight how such thresholds
should be determined and – equally important – monitored in practice. Furthermore, given the heterogeneous structure and size of financial markets within the
member states, it would be at least very difficult to define generally accepted
universal thresholds for different classes (and potentially sub-classes) of financial
instruments. Therefore we would prefer a circumscribable definition which characterizes an OTF (and discriminates it from other trading venues) based on distinct qualitative criteria.
Since the consultation paper does not provide any justification or a practical concept how a possible cap on non RM/MTF activities could be achieved, the question
remains somewhat theoretical. However, it is to be appreciated that the Commission opens a debate about the consequences of different levels of regulation of
different trading venues which – according to the original MiFID paradigm – shall
form a “level playing field”. One lesson to be learned from the financial crisis is
indeed that especially regulated markets with their high level of transparency,
functional stability, efficient price formation and strict independent market surveillance, offer a comparably high level of stability and reliability even under
servere market conditions. – As a conclusion, trading on RMs and to some lower
extent on MTFs can be regarded to be “desirable” from a regulatory/systemic risk
point of view.
Equally true, not every product is suitable for being traded on a RM or MTF and
there are therefore legitimate reasons for OTC markets.
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We also think that bans or other forms of direct market intervention are usually a
relatively poor and inefficient regulatory instrument since they need to be continuously monitored and enforced, bear the risk of unintended negative side effect (e.g. the reduction of the overall economic activity in a particular market) and
usually induce circumventions. A more promising approach would be to create
regulatory incentives for the usage of RMs and venues of comparably high standards. – However, such a concept certainly could not be achieved by MiFID alone.
(8) What is your opinion of the introduction of a requirement that all clearing
eligible and sufficiently liquid derivatives should trade exclusively on regulated markets, MTFs, or organised trading facilities satisfying the conditions above? Please explain the reasons for your views
We consider it to be desirable that as many derivatives as possible could be traded
on regulated markets as the trading venue with the highest regulatory standards.
As an alternative to OTC trading, it would contribute to the stability and reliability
of the overall market structure, especially in times of crisis and market failures/inefficiencies in the OTC segment.
At the same time, we have to keep in mind that central clearing and tradability in
an exchange like environment are two different things. With respect to the degree of standardisation the requirements are simply different. A derivatives contract may be eligible for central clearing without having reached the level of standardisation (fungibility) required to be traded on a RM or MTF.
Therefore, in our view the regulatory framework should help to set the right incentives to promote standardisation and enable derivatives to be traded on RMs
or MTFs rather than making trading on a specific venue mandatory which could in
practice rather be an obstruction than a driver to further standardisation.
(13) Is the definition of automated and high frequency trading provided above
appropriate?
Since trading activities in general become more and more automated and supported by technology, utmost care should be given to a clear and unambiguous
definition of automated and high frequency trading. We agree in the analysis that
HFT rather is a tool than a strategy in itself. Furthermore strategies applied may
be rather traditional (e.g. market making) or innovative.
Therefore any reference to a specific strategy, except for the extremely short time
horizon under which computerised “decisions” are made should be excluded from
the definition. E.g. the characterisation given in footnote 37 that HFT “involves
positions being closed at the end of the day” may be descriptive for the behaviour
of many HF-traders. However it is not constitutive for HFT as such. Furthermore it
seems to be important to complete the definition of automated trading by the
requirement that aside from the automated determination of the different as-
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pects of an order, the order will be initiated by the algorithm and will be send for
execution to a connected trading venue without human intervention.
The characterisation of HFT as a subcategory of automated trading seems to be
appropriate. Last but not least, since the definition of automated and high frequency trading shall define the scope of potential regulatory provisions for this
kind of activities, it should always refer to the principal of the trade.
(14) What is your opinion of the suggestion that all high frequency traders over
a specified minimum quantitative threshold would be required to be
authorised?
The sheer percentage of automated and high frequency trading in the overall
trading activity (at least for the equity markets) justify to make firms active in this
field subject to regulatory oversight and to require authorisation.
Aside from the general practical problems in defining and monitoring quantitative thresholds as already discussed in question (5) we would find it more appropriate to base the requirement for authorisation on qualitative rather than quantitative criteria. If the conclusion is correct that it is in particular the risk of malfunction/trading system errors of any automated and in particular HFT computer
installation, which can have negative impact the orderly functioning of markets,
than the “normal” trading volume of a firm cannot be seen as a reliable indicator
for the potential systemic risk arising from its activities.
(15) What is your opinion of the suggestions to require specific risk controls to
be put in place by firms engaged in automated trading or by firms who allow their systems to be used by other traders?
The existing legal framework in Europe already obliges firms to have risk management systems employed which are adequate and proportionate to a firm’s
proprietary and client-related execution business. We therefore believe that it is
first and foremost a regulatory monitoring – and where needed enforcement –
exercise in order to insure that automated and high frequency trading are dealt
with appropriately from the point of regulatory oversight. However this might
require an ongoing analytical and educational exercise on the side of regulators in
order to keep on track with fast changing technological developments in this
field. Accordingly, the technological as well as the administrative resources of
existing market surveillance infrastructure need to be “upgraded” and expanded
in order to effectively monitor – and if necessary intervene.
As far as “sponsored” acess is concerned, it cannot be denied that hard competition among sponsoring firm and the strong economic incentives for ever lower
latency (which may be further reduced by “naked” or insufficiently monitored
“sponsored” access) can put significant pressure on “sponsoring” firms to offer
“sponsored” access arrangements which are weighting aspects of “speed” higher
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than those of “safety”, regulatory oversight therefore should indeed give “sponsored” access arrangements special attention.
(16) What is your opinion of the suggestion for risk controls (such as circuit
breakers) to be put in place by trading venues?
We consider it to be self evident that especially fully electronic markets – even
more if a growing part of orders executed are purely computer driven – need close
monitoring and effective “circuit breakers” (e.g. “volatility-interruptions”) must be
in place to provide for an orderly function of the market in periods of stress and in
order to minimise the risks arising from erroneous trades or program failures.
Aside from the recent experience with the US “flash crash”, it is not a new insight
that trading “decisions” made by computers bear their very own threats for the
orderly functioning of security markets – with the “program trading crash” of 1987
being already an historical text book example.
Regulators and policy makers alike therefore should have a close look not only at
HFT entities themselves but at market operators and the surveillance infrastructure in place as well. Without any doubt, it is a simple necessity for the utility of
the market as a whole as well as for any single trader that market surveillance
and operational control of market infrastructure, in terms of resources and technology, can operate on eye level even with the most sophisticated and technological equipped market participants. Furthermore, the current discussion about
co-location and pre-filtering unveils that in a world of steadily increasing competition for order-flow and high margin pressure possible conflicts of interest for
market operators should not be neglected from a regulatory point of view.
(17) What is your opinion about co-location facilities needing to be offered on
a non-discriminatory basis?
Access to market infrastructure should be offered on a non-discriminatory basis in
general; this also holds true for co-location facilities. Even more since co-location
inevitably creates a form of “privileged access” to a trading venue itself, which can
raise questions of overall fairness of a market place. It is hard to deny that those
market participants who are not able or do not want to invest in co-location arrangements increasingly find themselves at a technological disadvantage. However, the economic impact of such a competitive weakness may still vary according to the individual business model. – Therefore, if co-location facilities are accepted and available, regulation should ensure that the “barriers of entry” to use
these services are as low as possible. Here, a non-discriminatory access is a necessary pre-condition.
(18) Is it necessary that minimum tick sizes are prescribed? Please explain why
In principle smaller tick sizes enable investors to set more precise order limits
thereby contributing to efficient price formation. However, from the perspective
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of an investor who does not operate in very short time frames the marginal utility
of ever smaller tick sizes is clearly diminishing and may be even negligible beyond
a certain point. In less liquid markets, tick sizes which are too narrow could even
be disadvantageous for the price formation process, since the increased number
of possible trading limits resulting from smaller tick sizes may aggravate ordermatching.
Furthermore, there can be little doubt that the systematic reduction of tick sizes
observed in the recent past were first and foremost intended to extract liquidity
from other trading venues by creating further possibilities for inter venue arbitrage rather than promoting a more accurate asset-pricing. We therefore support
the idea that implementing measures should stipulate the definition of harmonised minimum tick sizes on a European level. Tick sizes should be defined on the
basis of the price level and market liquidity of specific securities and these definitions should be subject to periodic review.
(19) What is your opinion of the suggestion that high frequency traders might
be required to provide liquidity on an ongoing basis where they actively
trade in a financial instrument under similar conditions as apply to market
makers? Under what conditions should this be required?
We understand that the fact that the provided liquidity by HFT “market makers”
may be less reliable in situations of high volatility compared to the liquidity provided by a traditional market maker/specialist on e.g. on a regulated market, may
raise some regulatory concerns regarding the overall market stability. However,
even committed market makers/specialists on exchange may find it necessary to
reduce their amount of (voluntary) provision of liquidity to the market in order to
limit their exposure to market risk and to protect their (regulatory) capital.
Furthermore, MiFID does not (and should not) define any requirement for market
makers to provide liquidity. Existing commitments for e.g. of market makers/specialists on regulated markets are subject to contractual arrangements
between the market operator and the market making/specialist firm. Such arrangements did prove valuable and sufficient even under the most severe market
conditions and there is no need for regulatory intervention. From this perspective,
it would be inconsistent to impose regulatory requirements for ongoing liquidity
provision on high frequency traders.
(20) What is your opinion about requiring orders to rest on the order book for a
minimum period of time? How should the minimum period be prescribed?
What is your opinion of the alternative, namely of introducing requirements to limit the ratio of orders to transactions executed by any given
participant? What would be the impact on market efficiency of such a requirement?
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We support the idea of a minimum life-span of an order in principle. This could
level out the technological advantage which HFT obtain over other market participants and would reduce the risk of “quote stuffing” causing congestions of the
electronic trading infrastructure. Furthermore, the acceleration of the speed in
which an order can be placed and cancelled per se has not necessarily a measurable positive economic effect from a market structural perspective. Like with any
other good, the marginal utility of faster continuous asset pricing is diminishing,
even more so when automated “decisions”, triggering price adjustments, are carried out at frequencies which make it practically impossible for any economic
agent in form of a natural person to react to or at least to evaluate a situation
before even newer price information arrives.
This aspect also deserves attention with respect to the best execution regime
under MiFID: The question of how the process of ex ante evaluations of trading
venues when market conditions are changing in milliseconds should be given
appropriate attention in the future debate. We think that a reasonable definition
of a minimum life-span of an order could help to restore a more level playing field
among investors and would help investment firms to fulfil their best execution
obligations more effectively.
However, the definition of an appropriate minimum time period for an order to
rest on a trading book would be a difficult task which requires careful consideration and empirical analysis since it also could have unintended side effects. Since
any prescribed minimum period for orders to rest on the order book will be a disincentive to provide additional liquidity, it will be necessary to strike a careful
balance between different desirable as well as potentially negative effects. This
hold particular true in more volatile market conditions where the need for a fast
response to changing market conditions can be assumed to be generally higher
among different groups of investors.
(21) What is your opinion about clarifying the criteria for determining when a
firm is a SI? If you are in favour of quantitative thresholds, how could
these be articulated? Please explain the reasons for your views.
We welcome a clarification on the criteria qualifying SIs but we are not supportive
for replacing the material commercial relevance test with quantitative thresholds.
However, we also think that the material commercial relevance test needs to be
revisited and possibly redefined. – In our view, the commercial relevance criterium
should be based on the assessment of the SI activity as such and not on its contribution to the overall size and business of a firm.
(23) What is your opinion of the suggestions to further align organisational requirements for regulated markets and MTFs? Please explain the reasons
for your views.
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In order to promote a harmonized level of investor protection and market integrity and to reduce competitive between trading venues which are in direct competition with each other we support the alignment of requirements. For the same
reason RMs and MTFs should be subject to the same level of regulatory oversight.
(24) What is your opinion of the suggestion to require regulated markets, MTFs
and organised trading facilities trading the same financial instruments to
cooperate in an immediate manner on market surveillance, including informing one another on trade disruptions, suspensions and conduct involving market abuse?
We fully back the intention behind the proposal to enable trading venues to react
as soon as possible in an appropriate way to any interventions in the trading
process by other venues and the detection of any trading anomalies which give
reasons for concern from a market surveillance point of view.
However, we are less convinced that the mandatory exchange of information
among trading venues would be the best way to achieve this goal. In practice
there could be a number of difficulties and inefficiencies arising from such a
“spaghetti” type of information architecture for every single financial instrument,
making it difficult to monitor and enforce the fulfilment of individual responsibilities arising from such a regime. We therefore would prefer that any market surveillance relevant information should be redistributed by competent authorities
on a European level. In this context ESMA could function as an information hub by
redistributing information it has received from national authorities to whom the
information was initially reported by trading venues in their jurisdiction.
(27) What is your opinion of the suggested changes to the framework directive
to ensure that waivers are applied more consistently?
From a level playing field perspective, we encourage the attempt to ensure that
waivers are applied consistently and coherently.
(28) What is your opinion about providing that actionable indications of interest would be treated as orders and required to be pre-trade transparent?
Please explain the reasons for your views.
The publication of IOIs via widely accessible communication networks is already
common market practice where such an “advertisement” is deemed helpful by
investors expressing their trading interests. On the other hand, in cases where an
investor does not wish to “unveil” his or her trading interest to a broader audience, the impact of any mandatory publication of IOIs under a pre-trade regime
would be clearly prohibitive. In other words market transparency, most likely,
would not be increased but reduced.
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Furthermore, even though a considerable amount of IOI based transactions may
be executed according to the trading interest initially indicated, it would be
wrong to assume that such IOIs are “actionable” in the sense of any other limit
order since they require almost always further negotiation on execution and post
execution arrangements.
For the reasons given above and since we cannot identify any kind of market failure arising from current IOI practices we are not supportive of the idea to make
IOIs subject to any form of mandatory pre-trade transparency under MiFID.
(29) What is your opinion about the treatment of order stubs? Should they not
benefit from the large in scale waiver? Please explain the reasons for your
views.
Assuming the relative low importance of the large in scale waver, we would not
expect any significant increase in market transparency by making the publication
of stubs mandatory. Furthermore, such a requirement would impact the operation of the trading process and at least would require costly adjustments to existing technical arrangements.
(31) What is your opinion about keeping the large in scale waiver thresholds in
their current format? Please explain the reasons for your views.
In general we think that the appropriateness of thresholds should be reviewed
periodically in the light of changing market conditions and the responsibility for
any potential recalibration should be delegated to ESMA. Part of the review
process should be a compulsory consultation with the industry and all other
stakeholders in order to ensure that decisions are made on an empirically founded
and well considerate basis.
(32) What is your opinion about the suggestions for reducing delays in the publication of trade data? Please explain the reasons for your views.
We think that the procedure suggested in our answer to question 32 should also
be applied for any potential adjustments of publication deadlines.
Weighting the potential increase in post trade transparency and the costs incurred by a necessary adjustment of technical reporting arrangements does not
justify the proposed reduction of the reporting maximal deadline to one minute.
A very general remark at this point may be worthwhile noticing as well: When
setting technical standards firms have to comply with in order to fulfill their regulatory obligations, standard setters should also bear in mind the cost burden associated with the implementation of these standards. Technical installations, as
well as adjustments to exiting systems, usually require a significant amount of
investments. The resulting fix costs burden which needs to be broken down to
unit costs (in this case per transaction). This simple economic coherence can set
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small and medium size firms at a competitive disadvantage to larger competitors.
In other words, the growing cost burden resulting from new or more severe regulation creates abets the process of consolidation and the disappearance of smaller
entities. In other words, regulation which does not appropriately takes into account the principles of proportionality and cost/benefit considerations, unnecessarily fosters increasing concentrations of risk in the marketplace.
(33) What is your opinion about extending transparency requirements to depositary receipts, exchange traded funds and certificates issued by companies? Are there any further products (e.g. UCITS) which could be considered? Please explain the reasons for your views.
Given that the financial instruments in question are traded on a RM, pre- and
post-trade transparency is already provided. We do not object MiFID provisions to
be extended accordingly.
(34) Can the transparency requirements be articulated along the same system
of thresholds used for equities? If not, how could specific thresholds be defined? Can you provide criteria for the definition of these thresholds for
each of the categories of instruments mentioned above?
It is not immediately apparent that the application of the same thresholds used
for equities would cause any practical problems. However we would like to suggest again that ESMA should be responsible for the proper definition of thresholds following the procedure described in our answer to question 32.
(35) What is your opinion about reinforcing and harmonising the trade transparency requirements for shares traded only on MTFs or organised trading
facilities? Please explain the reasons for your views.
Aside from our general concerns regarding the introduction of an additional category of trading venues (OTFs), we strongly advocate a harmonised transparency
regime for different types of venues.
(36) What is your opinion about introducing a calibrated approach for SME
markets? What should be the specific conditions attached to SME markets?
The conception of “calibrated approach” in the consultation paper remains unclear. While it is clearly appropriate to have different levels publication requirements for issuers in different market segments, it is not apparent why the level of
transparency for trade related data should be different for SME markets.
(37) What is your opinion on the suggested modification to the MiFID framework directive in terms of scope of instruments and content of overarching
transparency requirements? Please explain the reasons for your views.
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The proposal to extend the MiFID transparency regime to asset classes other than
equities is to be welcomed in principle as long as careful consideration which
takes into account the different market structure for different types of instruments is assured. Since markets for different instruments differ significantly in
terms of liquidity, number of players, trading technology employed etc., a “one fits
it all” approach for pre- and post-trade transparency may not be appropriate and
feasible.
(43) What is your opinion of the suggestions regarding reporting to be through
approved publication arrangements (APAs)? Please explain the reasons for
your views.
We support the Commission’s intention to improve the quality and consistency of
trade data and thereby facilitate the consolidation of data from different venues.
As we understand the APA concept shall help to achieve this goal by ensuring
certain standards in data handling, monitoring and publication. On the other
hand we are concerned that the requirement of authorization and monitoring for
APAs in practice could create a barrier of entry which impedes competition, abets
oligopolistic market structures and thereby could have an adverse effect on the
complementary goal to reduce cost of post trade data.
(44) What is your opinion of the criteria identified for an APA to be approved
by competent authorities? Please explain the reasons for your views.
From a technical point of view, the proposed criteria seems to be proper and adequate.
(45) What is your opinion of the suggestions for improving the quality and
format of post trade reports? Please explain the reasons for your views.
We encourage the efforts to obtain a higher level of standardisation of the formats of trade reports which would promote a reduction of cost for data handling
and consolidation and could also have a positive impact on competition among
providers of trade reporting publication services. Therefore, the attempt to develop an universal data format should be given a higher priority than the proposed authorisation/regulation of APAs.
(47) What is your opinion of the suggestions for reducing the cost of trade
data? Please explain the reasons for your views.
We appreciate emphatically that the Commission has identified the high cost of
trade data as major issue in the process of reviewing MiFID. However, it is worth
while mentioning that we are discussing potential measures to cure a problem
which MiFID itself to a certain degree has created by promoting market fragmentation and thereby multiplying the sources of trade data on the one side and producing an increasing and price inelastic demand for such data on the other. In
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such a framework, it is not surprising that the request to provide trade data at a
“reasonable” commercial basis turned out not to be very efficient. As long as the
described economic/regulatory framework remains principally unchanged, we are
rather sceptical that unbundling or a more precise definition of “reasonable” cost
would change this situation substantially. Especially for market participants
which are dependent on real time access to a wide universe of trade data, the
effect on unbundling as such will be limited.
(48) In your view, how far data would need to be disaggregated? Please explain the reasons for your views.
Trade data should be disaggregated down to a single security, with rebates being
offered for larger packages.
(49) In your view, what would constitute a "reasonable" cost for the selling or
dissemination of data? Please provide the rationale/criteria for such a cost.
Idealistically, trade data should be regarded as a “Public good” which should be
made available at cost level, even more since the demand for data under the MiFID framework is strongly driven by regulatory requirements, e.g. to fulfil best
execution requirements. However, this seems to be rather unrealistic under current market conditions. We also accept that private for profit companies have a
need to demonstrate to their shareholders the ability to generate profitable returns.
Nevertheless, the fact that the demand for market data is rather inelastic partly as
a result of existing regulatory provisions, calls at least for a closer regulatory
monitoring of the pricing mechanisms in these markets. Furthermore, a mechanism with the possibility of market intervention as a measure of last resort by a
public agency could have some disciplining effects and therefore should be given
consideration in the further discussion.
(51) What is your opinion of the suggestion for the introduction of a European
Consolidated Tape for post-trade transparency? Please explain the reasons
for your views, including the advantages and disadvantages you see in introducing a consolidated tape.
The suggested consolidated tape, to some degree, looks again like a fix to a problem MiFID has itself created. While it certainly has some attraction as a concept, a
resilient cost/benefit analysis is still outstanding.
(52) If a post-trade consolidated tape was to be introduced which option (A, B
or C) do you consider most appropriate regarding how a consolidated tape
should be operated and who should operate it? Please explain the reasons
for your view
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In the light of the assumption stated above that market data should be regarded
as a “public good” we would like to express some preference for option A at this
still very abstract level of debate.
On the other hand, option B would have the advantage to comprise some competitive element as long as the assignment of one company does not create a de
facto monopolistic market structure. Therefore it would be essential for the efficient implementation of option B to ensure that switching-costs and other barriers of entry are kept as low as possible.
(53) If you prefer option A please outline which entity you believe would be
best placed to operate the consolidated tape (e.g. public authority, new
entity or an industry body).
In order to ensure a high service level which is able to keep track with fast changing market conditions and technological developments, we think that a strong
involvement of industry representatives in the governance structure of an entity
operating a consolidated tape would be essential. Whether this could be realised
most efficiently by a public entity with a strong consultative panel of industry
representatives or an industry body should be subject to further debate.
In closing, we would like to once again express our appreciation of the efforts by
the European Commission to review and develop the current MiFID framework.
We look forward to working further with the European Commission as the review
continues and hope there will be an opportunity not only for a more in dept discussion of the points raised above but also of the issues on which we could not
comment this time due to the timing and the tight deadline of the consultation.
yours faithfully,

Michael H. Sterzenbach
Secretary General
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